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Abstract—Crowdsensing tasks are usually described by certain
features or attributes, and the task assignment essentially per-
forms a matching with respect to the worker or user’s preference
on these features. However, the existing matching strategy could
lead to a misaligned task coverage problem, i.e., some popular
tasks tend to enter workers’ candidate task lists, while some
less popular tasks could be always unsuccessfully assigned. To
ensure task coverage after the assignment, the system may have
to increase their biding costs to reassign such tasks, which causes
a high operational cost of the crowdsensing system. To address
this problem, we propose to migrate certain qualified workers to
the less popular tasks for increasing the task coverage and mean-
while, optimize other performance factors. By doing this, other
performance factors, such as task acceptance and quality, can
be comparably achieved as recent designs, while the system cost
can be largely reduced. Following this idea, this article presents
cTaskMat, which learns and exploits workers’ task preferences
to achieve coverage-ensured task assignments. We implement the
cTaskMat design and evaluate its performance using both real-
world experiments and data set-driven evaluations, also with the
comparison with the state-of-the-art designs.

Index Terms—Mobile crowdsensing, preference, task assign-
ment, task coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO the increasing popularity of mobile devices,
crowdsensing [7] emerges as an important technique to

coordinate a group of individuals to complete certain tasks
collectively. It can serve as a powerful weapon to collect a
large volume of useful data to enable many useful applications.
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For instance, in the urban traffic engineering [18], [38],
the concurrent multisource data (e.g., pedestrian mobility,
bus traffic, metro statistics, etc.) need to be collected for
a metropolitan-scale human mobility exploring [37]. In this
case, each type of data collection can be organized as a task,
and workers (i.e., users) then participate according to their
choices on certain data type(s). Finally, crowdsensing helps
complete the data collection from the crowd. Besides, other
typical applications include environment monitoring [31],
event detection [20], [21], traffic monitoring [16], social
analysis [34], etc.

In general, crowdsensing assigns a set of tasks to a group
of workers according to their preferences and leverages the
sensing and/or computing abilities from the workers’ mobiles
to complete these tasks. Of course, the crowdsensing system
will pay each worker as their returns [36]. During this process,
one key metric to assess the performance of crowdsensing
systems is the overall system cost [40]. Basically, each task
can be described by certain features or attributes and each
worker has her preferences to different task attributes, based on
which the system can assign tasks. However, if we directly bor-
row the task assignment design from the recommender system
domain [1], it could lead to a misaligned task coverage, i.e.,
some popular tasks tend to enter workers’ candidate task lists
(the list usually has a limited size to display the most matched
tasks), while some less popular tasks could be unsuccessfully
assigned. To ensure the task coverage, the system may have to
increase its biding costs (cost can be one attribute) to reassign
the tasks.

For those unassigned tasks, purely from the feature’s match-
ing point of view, there may already exist sufficient workers
who likely accomplish them. In other words, these tasks can
be potentially assigned, but the challenge is that popular tasks
could lead to better matchings, e.g., higher matching scores,
so as to exclude less popular tasks from the candidate lists.
Thus, our key idea is to migrate certain suitable workers to
those less popular tasks (still satisfying their preferences yet)
for increasing the task coverage and meanwhile, also strive
to optimize other performance factors. In this article, we find
that with a careful coverage-oriented task assignment design,
other performance factors, like the task acceptance rate and
quality, can be comparably achieved as recent designs [35],
while the system cost can be largely reduced, which can
dramatically improve the overall benefit of the design
and also make mobile crowdsensing systems much more
practical.
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To this end, this article presents cTaskMat, with the fol-
lowing two main steps. To facilitate the cTaskMat design,
in addition to worker’s preferences to each potential task
attributes, denoted as positive attributes, we also introduce neg-
ative attributes that indicate the worker’s disliking of certain
attributes.

1) We exploit and promote existing techniques to achieve
an initial task assignment, which may cause the mis-
aligned task coverage issue. Then, we leverage workers’
negative attributes to exclude certain popular tasks from
the candidate task lists, if possible, and supplement
with less popular tasks (still satisfying their prefer-
ences). Thus, all workers’ candidate lists together could
achieve a good coverage for the entire task set. To this
end, we propose a worker profiling and worker-attribute
model-based task assignment method.

2) Rather than blindly raising task rewards to attract work-
ers, just as the previous methods do, to assign the
unsuccessfully assigned tasks, we categorize available
workers according to their preferences and attitudes on
rewards, and then differentially raise rewards of the
remaining tasks according to the worker types. Such
a cost-efficient remedy method not only enhances the
overall task coverage but also ensures task acceptance
and saves system cost.

We implement the cTaskMat system with the designs above
and evaluate its performance extensively. We first recruit vol-
unteers to complete a series of traffic monitoring tasks. We fur-
ther leverage an existing data set [8] to understand cTaskMat’s
performance under a larger scale setting. Compared with
the state-of-the-art approaches [15], [25], [30], experimental
results show that cTaskMat can reduce system cost by 28%
at least, while sacrificing matching quality by 7% at most. In
summary, the contributions of this article can be summarized
as follows.

1) We identify a misaligned coverage problem in the task
assignment for the mobile crowdsensing that could
largely increase the system operation cost.

2) We propose a coverage-oriented solution, which formu-
lates this problem and achieves a good tradeoff between
performance-related factors and task coverage.

3) We implement the cTaskMat design and conduct a
real-world crowdsensing experiment as well as data
set-driven evaluations to examine the performance of
cTaskMat.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II presents the problem statement and motivation. We
introduce the cTaskMat design in Section III and evaluate its
performance in Section IV. Related works are reviewed in
Section V and we conclude in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we introduce the task assignment problem
in prior crowdsensing systems (Section II-A), analyze the
misaligned task coverage problem of mobile crowdsensing
through a motivation example (Section II-B), and highlight
our design with cTaskMat (Section II-C).

TABLE I
KEY MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS ADOPTED IN THIS ARTICLE

A. Problem Statement

A crowdsensing system involves two major parts: 1) tasks
and 2) workers. It assigns unfinished tasks to a set of registered
workers by matching the attributes of tasks and the preferences
or interests of workers to complete with the best matching,
according to certain criteria, e.g., system cost, task acceptance,
quality, latency, etc. Next, we introduce the task and worker
models to facilitate our following discussions, and the key
notations are summarized in Table I.

Task Model: The crowdsensing system maintains a task set
T , involving many different task category C. Therefore, each
specific task is denoted as t

cj
i , where i = 1, 2, . . . , |T | and

cj ∈ C. For instance, in the multisource data collection exam-
ple (stated in Section I) for the urban traffic monitoring, traffic
sensing and road surface condition sensing can be two cate-
gories, where specific tasks may need to sense: bus traffic, taxi
traffic, potholes, construction spots, etc.

In addition, to facilitate the task assignment, each task cat-
egory has some attributes, e.g., describing its potential costs
and requirements on different aspects. For each task category
cj, we denote its attributes as a vector with m items

�acj = <a
cj
1 , a

cj
2 , . . . , a

cj
m>

and each t
cj
i has a concrete instance of this attribute vector. In

particular, the reward that pays a worker after the completion
of one task is also an attribute.

Back to the urban data collection example, one task cate-
gory could be “Check the road surface condition at a specific
location,” which requires the workers to travel to the specific
location and then measure different types of traffics. Such
tasks have potential costs on traveling distance along target
roads and energy consumption of mobile devices for taking
and uploading pictures. In addition, this task category is not
time sensitive and could be finished within a short time with
a small duration. Therefore, a possible attribute vector for this
category of tasks could be <traveling distance, urgency, dura-
tion, data type, reward>. It is clear that these task attributes
will influence the choices of workers to select tasks.

Worker Model: There are a set of human workers, denoted
as wi ∈ W , who have registered to the system for accepting
tasks. Each worker may prefer different categories of tasks
and such preference information can be directly provided by
the workers at the beginning and could be further refined from
their historical selected tasks. To ensure the task completion
quality, each work can only undertake a limited number nmax
of tasks concurrently. However, to provide each worker with
more choices, when the system assigns tasks, it will not just
display the top nmax tasks, instead, it will display more, e.g.,
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TABLE II
MOTIVATION EXAMPLE: 20 TASKS OF FOUR CATEGORIES ARE ASSIGNED TO FOUR WORKERS. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES IN THE THIRD COLUMN

INDICATE PREFERENCE SCORES OF WORKERS FOR EACH TASK CATEGORY. THE HIGHER THE SCORE IS, THE MORE FAVORITE BY

THE WORKER. FOR SIMPLICITY, WE SET BOTH ncand AND nmax AS 5 IN THIS EXAMPLE

top ncand, candidate tasks (after the preference matching) for
the worker to pick. After the worker finishes each task t

cj
i , she

will receive r
cj
i reward as the return.

Task Assignment Problem: With the notations above, prior
task assignment designs could convert the matching between
task attributes and worker preferences into a score Smatch and
conduct the assignments by the following optimization:

max Smatch

with certain constraints, like each task is undertaken by a
certain number of workers at most. Note that the calcu-
lated matching score Smatch can be purely based on the
preference matching or weighted by some other performance
indicators [35], e.g., latency, task completion quality, etc.

As the assignment is essentially a score matching problem,
solving it directly will lead to a misaligned task coverage
problem, i.e., some popular tasks tend to enter workers’ can-
didate task lists (with higher matching scores), while some
less popular tasks could be unsuccessfully assigned. As the
task reward r

cj
i is usually one task attribute, to encourage

these tasks being undertaken on time, the system may have
to increase their biding costs to reassign the tasks, which
essentially increases the overall costs of crowdsensing systems.
Next, we detail this issue through one concrete example.

B. Motivation Example

In this example, we consider the four task categories for the
urban traffic monitoring with multisource data collections.

1) Category c1: Measuring the vehicle traffic flow at a
specific intersection, denoted as {tc1

1 , tc1
2 , . . .}.

2) Category c2: Measuring the passenger flow at a specific
bus stop, denoted as {tc2

1 , tc2
2 , . . .}.

3) Category c3: Checking whether there is any traffic acci-
dent or construction at a specific region, denoted as
{tc3

1 , tc3
2 , . . .}.

4) Category c4: Checking the surface condition of a spe-
cific road, denoted as {tc4

1 , tc4
2 , . . .}.

For simplicity, these categories share the same attribute
vector �a with the following five attributes.

1) a1: Traveling distance for completing the task (in km).
2) a2: The latest beginning time from now (in hour).
3) a3: Duration for completing the task (in hour).
4) a4: Type of the desired sensing data.
5) a5: Reward for completing a task. In this example, we

adopt a simple reward formula, e.g., r
cj
i = (a1+2∗a3)∗α,

where α (≥ 1) is an augment factor when more rewards
are needed to attract workers, to illustrate the design.

In this example, we assume the attribute vector instances of
tasks of the four categories are <1, 1, 0.5, numeric, 2 ∗ α>,
<0, 1, 1, numeric, 2 ∗ α>, <2, 0, 1, numeric, 4 ∗ α>, and
<1.5, 3, 1, image, 3.5 ∗α>, respectively. Assuming we have
five tasks for each category, and thus, there are totally 20
tasks for assignments. Meanwhile, four workers are available
and each can undertake five tasks at most, i.e., nmax = 5.

Given an instance of each worker’s preferences
to each attribute, as illustrated in Table II, existing
approaches [15], [25] first derive the task preference
scores for each worker, based on which the task assignment
can be conducted. Table II shows that Category c4 is the most
popular task among workers and its tasks are recommended
to w1, w2, and w4 at the same time. Although traditional
methods can guarantee a high matching score (since it
assigns the most preferred tasks to each worker), we find that
some tasks could be never recommended at all, i.e., tasks of
Categories c1 and c2. As a result, it is expected that more
rewards are needed to attract workers to accept those tasks,
e.g., doubling their rewards by changing α from 1 to 2.
Therefore, the traditional methods can only achieve 50% of
task coverage and costs will be increased for the coverage. In
this case, the overall cost needs to increase to 77.5 (we omit
the details due to page limit), so that all tasks can be covered.

However, for those unassigned tasks, purely from the fea-
ture’s matching point of view, there already exist sufficient
workers who likely accomplish them. In other words, these
tasks can be potentially assigned. In this example, we demon-
strate an alternative way to accomplish the task assignment, as
shown in the last column of Table II, which may achieve a bet-
ter tradeoff between the task coverage and the matched scores.
In particular, we can assign tasks of Category c4 to w2, tasks
of Category c2 to w4, and tasks of Category c1 to w1. Such
an assignment achieves 100% coverage with overall cost only
57.5, while the matched score is still as high as 185 (compared
with the original score 200).

C. Design Overview of cTaskMat

Inspired by this example, we propose the cTaskMat design
in this article. The key idea behind is that we migrate certain
workers from their most popular tasks to the less popular ones
(but still with sufficiently high preference scores), so that the
overall task coverage can be increased and thus the potential
cost can be saved. Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture
with three major components: 1) worker profiling; 2) coverage-
ensured task assignment; and 3) cost-efficient remedy.

First, the worker profiling module implicitly learns each
worker wi’s task preferences from historical records and thus
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the system architecture of cTaskMat.

produces a primary task list ordered by wi’s task preference
scores. Then, the coverage-ensured task assignment module
further infers wi’s attitudes on task attributes and filters out
these tasks containing attributes disliked by wi to derive top
ncand candidate tasks for wi. Finally, to assign remaining tasks,
the cost-efficient remedy module classifies workers and differ-
entially raises task rewards according to each worker type.
The final outputs of cTaskMat are the assigned task lists for
all workers.

III. DESIGN OF cTaskMat

In this section, we elaborate the design detail of each com-
ponent of cTaskMat in the previous three sections, respectively,
and present the discussions in the last section.

A. Worker Profiling

We characterize each worker wi’s preferences on tasks and
then make use of such information to generate a primary task
list for wi. To this end, we exploit wi’s historical task selection
information in an implicit manner, due to the lack of worker’s
explicit feedback (e.g., rating, like, or dislike). Specifically,
we infer workers’ task preferences by comprehensively con-
sidering the task attributes, task similarity, and latent factor
between workers and tasks.

1) Attributes-Based Preference Inference: Each task is
described by an attribute vector �a,1 which covers the aspects
of traveling distance, duration, reward, etc. For a given task
tj recommended by the system, a worker’s decision (i.e.,
select or not) can be viewed as the result through implic-
itly scoring on the attributes of tj. Therefore, we can regard
each worker’s historical task selection records, including the
decisions and corresponding task attributes, as the training
samples to build some machine learning models to capture
each worker’s attribute-based preferences. For a given task tj,
we take its attribute vector �a as the input of the learned model
for worker wi to derive a probability pij, which indicates how
likely wi will select task tj. Indeed, there exist multiple candi-
date models, e.g., k-means, SVM, logistic regression [11], or
Bayesian classifier [23], for this learning task. Previous stud-
ies [2], [9], [24] find that the Bayesian classifier model is less
likely to be overfitting and can achieve a better generalization.
Hence, we adopt the Bayesian classifier in our implementation.

1We omit the superscript of category when there is no confusion.

2) Task Similarity-Based Preference Inference: In addition
to the detailed attributes of each individual task, we could
infer the worker’s task preferences by exploiting the similarity
between tasks. The intuition behind is that tasks similar with
already completed tasks by worker wi may be preferred by wi

in the future. Therefore, item-based collaborative filtering [25]
can be used to predict wi’s preferences on those tasks. Here,
tasks are viewed as items. For any two tasks, tj and tk, we
calculate their similarity θjk using the following equation:

θjk =
∣
∣Wj ∩ Wk

∣
∣

∣
∣Wj ∪ Wk

∣
∣

(1)

where Wj and Wk represent the worker sets having selected
task tj and task tk in the past, respectively. Different from
correlation or cosine-based similarity functions used in the
previous works [25], (1) measures the task similarity from the
perspective of workers’ practical choices. It is worthy to note
that item-based collaborative filtering allows us to compute the
similarity of any pair of tasks in advance, which can speedup
the online task assignments.

Denote U as the worker–task preference matrix, where each
entry uij is worker wi’s preference on task tj. Based on the
similarity function in (1), we calculate uij using

uij =
∑

k∈
(

Dwi∩Se
j

)

θjk (2)

where Dwi is the task set already completed by wi, and Se
j is

the top-e most similar tasks with tj.
3) Latent Factor-Based Preference Inference: Compared to

the previous two inference methods, we further use the latent
factor model (LFM) to indirectly infer worker’s interests on
tasks. In recommender systems, LFM is widely used to group
items into virtual clusters (i.e., latent factors) and explore the
relations between clusters and users/items for recommenda-
tions. In our case, we can also leverage latent factors to link
the worker’s preferences and tasks. Similarly, we construct a
worker–task preference matrix, whose elements lij, indicating
worker wi’s preference on task tj, is set as

lij =
⎧

⎨

⎩

N/A, if wi did not browse tj
−1, if wi browsed but not selected tj
1, if wi browsed and selected tj.

The LFM aims to infer the missing elements in the worker–
task preference matrix through matrix factorization, which
decomposes the worker–task preference matrix into two matri-
ces, P and Q. We can infer the missing workers’ task
preferences by minimizing the following loss function:

L =
∑

(i,j)∈K

(

lij − l̂ij
)2

=
∑

(i,j)∈K

⎛

⎝

(

lij −
K
∑

k=1

(

pik × qjk
)

)2

+ λ‖ �pi‖2 + λ
∥
∥ �qj
∥
∥

2

⎞

⎠

where l̂ij is the predicted value by LFM, K is the specific
number of latent factors, �pi is the ith row of P that captures
the relations between worker wi and latent factors, and qj is
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the jth column of Q that captures relations between task tj
and latent factors. λ is a regularization parameter to avoid
overfitting. We set λ = 5 in our implementation.

Comprehensive Task Preference Score: The above three
inference results estimate worker’s task preference from three
different aspects, which allow us to compound a more compre-
hensive task preference score. Specifically, we combine these
inferences to derive wi’s preference score on task tj (denoted
as sij) using a weighted linear model, i.e.,

sij = μ1 × pij + μ2 × uij + (1 − μ1 − μ2) × l̂ij (3)

where μ1 and μ2 are both user-defined parameters. Based on
our empirical testing, we set μ1 = 0.24 and μ2 = 0.38 in our
current implementation.

By calculating the preference scores of all tasks with respect
to worker wi, cTaskMat sorts these tasks in the descending
order based on their preference scores and regards the sorted
list as wi’s primary task list.

B. Coverage-Ensured Task Assignment

Traditional task assignment methods usually adopt the
task acceptance rate as an important metric to evaluate
the performance of crowdsensing systems [14], which is
defined as

Accep_rate = 1

|W|
∑

wi∈W

∣
∣Rwi ∩ Twi

∣
∣

∣
∣Rwi

∣
∣

(4)

where Rwi and Twi are the assigned task set and truly selected
task set, respectively, for worker wi.

As motivated in Section II-B, although traditional methods
can achieve the high acceptance rate, they fail to guarantee
task coverage, which may introduce extra costs for assign-
ing the less popular tasks. Formally, we define task coverage
rate as

Cover_rate =
∣
∣
⋃

wi∈W Rwi

∣
∣

|T | . (5)

According to the above definitions, we find the assigned task
list Rwi is the key that will decide both the task acceptance rate
and task coverage rate. Typically, a larger set Rwi can benefit
the improvement of Cover_rate. However, for a crowdsensing
system, the number of assigned tasks, i.e., ncand, is fixed. As
a result, we can only adjust the tasks in each Rwi to optimize
the performances of both the task acceptance rate and task
coverage rate, which is formally stated as

max{Accep_rate, Cover_rate}.
To achieve this goal, we will explicitly mine workers’

preferences on task attributes and exploit such information
to process the primary task list to derive the suitable ncand
tasks for each worker. Specifically, we make use of worker’s
favorite task attributes (i.e., positive features) to enhance the
task acceptance rate, and meanwhile, exploit worker’s dislike
task attributes (i.e., negative features) to filter out tasks owning
the disliked attributes from a primary task list. The latter oper-
ation will increase the recommendation chances for the less

Fig. 2. Illustration of the worker-attribute model A.

popular tasks, and thus potentially improve the task coverage
rate.

Empirical Survey Result: We have conducted a question-
naire survey (see more details in Section IV-A), and one of
the questions is “Will you directly reject one task when it owns
some task attributes you do not like?” The statistical result
indicates that most respondents (around 82%) choose Yes and
will directly reject the task. Such a result implies that it is
feasible and necessary to mine workers’ preferences on task
attributes and adjust the assigned task list accordingly.

Worker-Attribute Model: To capture workers’ preferences
on task attributes, we construct a tensor A ∈ R|W |×m×v with
the three dimensions standing for workers of size |W|, task
attributes of size m, and attribute values of size v, respectively.
An entry A(i,j,k) denotes the preference of worker wi on the kth
possible value of the jth task attribute. The top left of Fig. 2
demonstrates a worker-attribute model, and the bottom left of
this figure shows an instance of task attribute preferences for
worker wi. The color of a box (i.e., an entry) in Fig. 2 indi-
cates worker wi’s attitude on the given value of a specific task
attribute. In this example, the redder a box is the more disliked
by the worker. Next, we will introduce how to initialize and
update this model.

Initialization: To initialize the model A, a common approach
is to assign the entries with random weights, while we aim to
boost the model initialization by exploiting previously derived
results. To this end, we reduce the 3-D tensor A to a 2-D
matrix A ∈ R|W |×(mv) by stacking all attribute values of all
attributes sequentially. Then, we can reuse the LFM technique
in Section III-A3 to decompose the worker–task preference
matrix and derive two matrices P and Q. In principle, we can
set the size of matrix P as |W| × (mv). Recall that P captures
the relations between workers and latent factors, and we thus
could initialize A as matrix P by implicitly viewing each latent
factor in P as a specific task attribute value. By mapping the
items in A back to the entries of A, we obtain the initial
worker-attribute model.

Since matrix P has been calculated in the prior step, it can
be reused directly for the initialization without introducing
additional computation overhead. More importantly, the items
in matrix P are meaningful in capturing the relations between
workers and task attributes. Therefore, compared with the ran-
dom initialization, our initialization can greatly accelerate the
convergence of the worker-attribute model updating.
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Update: We update the worker-attribute model A contin-
uously with the latest task assignment results. Since there
is no direct feedback from workers on task attributes and
attribute values, e.g., ratings, we can only implicitly learn the
preferences through workers’ historical behavior on task selec-
tions. Fortunately, a crowdsensing system could log workers’
behaviors. Such records include which tasks the worker had
browsed, selected, and finally completed. Note that workers
can only browse the tasks recommended by the system. We
regard the tasks in records as training samples and classify
them into two groups.

1) Positive Samples: When task tj was browsed, selected,
and completed by worker wi.

2) Negative Samples: When task tj was browsed but not
selected by worker wi.

We use the accumulated positive and negative samples to
update the worker-attribute model A by exploiting the idea of
the attention mechanism. Recently, the attention mechanism
has been successfully applied in many domains, e.g., recom-
mender system [4], information retrieval [39], and computer
vision [5], and has demonstrated remarkable performance
improvements. The key idea of the attention mechanism is
to distribute different weights to each part of a vector of
interest based on a similarity function that can predict the
attention score [29]. Here, we make use of the attention mecha-
nism to explore the influences of different attributes and their
values on the acceptance or rejection of a task for a given
worker. Specifically, we use the following similarity function
to calculate an attention score vector when assigning task tj
to worker wi

sij = wi 
 tj ⊕ ∣
∣min

(

wi 
 tj
)

(6)

where wi is a worker-attribute vector that describes the
worker’s interest on each task attribute, and tj is a vector that
describes the relations between this task and attribute values.
In addition, the operator 
 denotes the elementwise product
of two vectors, function min() returns the minimum value of
a given vector, and the operator ⊕ denotes to add the right
value to each element of the left vector.

The result sij of (6) indicates the attention scores of the
worker with respect to the attribute values of the given task.
Each item in vector sij implies to what degree the worker will
prefer the corresponding attribute value. Such information can
be used to update the worker-attribute model. In our design,
rather than directly applying tj to update the worker-attribute
model, we further utilize (7) to calculate an updated weight
vector. For each attention score sz ∈ sij, its corresponding
weight gz ∈ gij is computed by the following equation:

gz = exp(sz)
∑

s∈sij
exp(s)

. (7)

Based on the weight score vector gij, we then update wi
of the worker-attribute model given the task tj is a positive
sample or a negative sample, using the following equation:

wi = wi + (−1)Igij 
 tj (8)

where I = 0 if the task tj is a positive sample and I = 1 if
task tj is a negative sample. Therefore, we exploit an attention-
based mechanism to explore the worker’s preferences on task
attributes and attribute values, and update the worker-attribute
model pertinently.

In practice, we can train the worker-attribute model A with
historical records, and this model can be continuously updated
when more worker behaviors are logged. Therefore, even a
worker changes her preferences in the future, model A will
also be updated according to her latest task selection choices.

Process Primary Task List Using A: The derived model A
can be used to process each worker wi’s primary task list by fil-
tering out the tasks containing wi’s obviously dislike attributes
and attribute values. In theory, when an entry A(i,j,k) has a
negative value, it means that worker wi does not like this task
since wi has a negative preference on its jth attribute with
the kth value. In practice, we adopt a more strict rule by set-
ting a threshold η below 0 (e.g., −0.5 in our implementation).
When A(i,j,k) < η, cTaskMat considers that worker wi dislikes
the task which has an attribute aj with value equaling to vk.
For each task in the primary task list, cTaskMat checks its
attribute values by comparing with the worker-attribute pref-
erence in A. cTaskMat simply filters out the task once it has
a low attribute preference for the worker.

By doing so, cTaskMat adjusts the primary task list and
picks the top ncand (or all when there are not enough) tasks in
the list as the assigned task list for each worker.

C. Cost-Efficient Remedy

After worker-attribute model-based task assignment in the
previous section, there may be still some remaining tasks that
are not assigned yet. The traditional methods usually raise the
rewards of the remaining tasks to attract potential workers.
Such a method, however, is not cost efficient and may not
guarantee the system performance, e.g., task acceptance rate,
when tasks are not recommended to the right workers.

Therefore, we propose a cost-efficient remedy method to
reassign the remaining tasks to these available workers, whose
candidate task lists are not full (with the number of already
assigned tasks < ncand). Specifically, our method exploits
the worker-attribute model A to categorize the workers and
uses different strategies to reassign the remaining tasks to the
workers of each group. We first compute an average worker-
attribute profile Aave by averaging the preferences of each
attribute value for all workers, i.e., Aave

(j,k) = mean(A(∗,j,k)).
From model A, we can also extract worker wi’s attribute pref-
erence profile Ai. By comparing Ai with Aave, we can derive
the preference difference Ai/ave of worker wi against the aver-
age attribute preferences of all workers, and classify wi as
follows.

1) Rigorous worker, when there are at least n elements
in Ai/ave larger than a threshold γ (we empirically set
n = 20 and γ = 0.5 in our implementation). Rigorous
workers have strong preferences and significantly dislike
some task attributes.

2) Otherwise, nonrigorous worker, who have relatively
broad interests in all task attributes. We further classify
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nonrigorous workers according to their attitudes on the
task rewards. Specifically, for a nonrigorous worker wi,
we compare her attribute preference profile Ai with Aave

only on the attribute of task reward, and regard wi as
follows.

a) Lucrative worker, who prefers high task rewards,
e.g., task rewards of 80% prior completed tasks
are higher than the average task reward computed
from Aave.

b) Normal worker, who does not care task rewards
too much and the rewards of prior completed tasks
are uniformly distributed.

By categorizing all workers according to their attitudes on
task attributes, we can differentially recommend tasks to them
while guaranteeing the task acceptance rate and saving the
cost. Specifically, we do not reassign a task tj to a rigorous
worker wi when tj contains attributes strongly disliked by wi,
and we only largely increase the reward of task tj when it is
recommended to a lucrative worker. For each remaining task tj,
it is reassigned to workers as the following orders and reward
raising strategies.

1) tj is first reassigned to rigorous workers if possible. For
a rigorous worker wr, if tj does not contain attribute
values disliked by wr, it is recommended to wr. The
task reward is not raised.

2) Otherwise, tj is reassigned to possible normal workers,
and its reward is slightly raised, e.g., increasing by 25%.

3) Finally, tj is recommended to lucrative workers, and the
task reward is largely raised, e.g., increasing by 50%.

Note that each worker can only be assigned ncand tasks.
With the remedy assignments, cTaskMat can finally assign
all the tasks to suitable workers with few increases on the
system cost. In Section IV-B, our experimental result proves
that cTaskMat can guarantee system performances while sig-
nificantly reducing the system costs. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the task assignment algorithm of cTaskMat.

D. Discussions

Handling the Cold Start Issue: When cTaskMat is initially
adopted, there are no historical records. As a result, we cannot
learn workers’ task preferences and build the worker-attribute
model from workers’ behaviors. To cope with such a common
cold start problem, we can conduct a questionnaire survey for
each new worker to rate a series of preference attributes and
thus derive some preliminary information about her general
preferences. With this profile as a seed, our system is able to
assign tasks already, guided by the worker’s preferences.

In addition to the survey-based worker profiling, cTaskMat
further enhances the worker’s preferences based on the pro-
cedure of task recommendations and selections. Specifically,
cTaskMat recommends the worker a list of candidate tasks,
which cover the aspects of tasks that overlap with the worker’s
profile. On the other hand, the worker selects these tasks that
she is willing to complete. Such manually selected tasks can
better reflect the worker’s true preferences, and the task selec-
tion results can be exploited by cTaskMat to appropriately
update the worker-attribute model A.

Algorithm 1: Task Assignment Algorithm of cTaskMat

Input: worker set W , tasks set T , historical records
Output: assigned task list for each worker

1 foreach worker wi do
2 Retrieve wi’s historical records;
3 foreach task tj in historical records do
4 Calculate sij using Eq. (3);
5 end
6 Creat primary task list for wi by sorting all tasks

according to their sij in descending order;
7 end
8 Construct the worker-attribute model A;
9 foreach worker wi do

10 foreach attribute aj with k-th value vk do
11 if A(i,j,k) < η then
12 Filter out tasks having attribute aj and its

value equaling to vk from wi’s primary task
list;

13 end
14 Pick the top ncand tasks to form assigned task set

for wi;
15 end
16 end
17 Categorize worker wi based on Ai and Aave;
18 Reassign remaining tasks to rigorous, normal, and

lucrative workers sequentially;
19 return assigned task list for each worker wi;

Handling the Worker’s Dynamic Preferences: Given the
task selection history of a worker, the system always aims
to capture the (current) preferences of this worker. It is indeed
possible that these preferences may not reflect the actual
situation or they may vary gradually over time. Therefore,
cTaskMat allows a worker to proactively launch the pro-
file updating, e.g., amending the rating for each preference
attribute in the survey. Based on the updated preferences, the
candidate task list could contain the tasks, which were dis-
liked by the worker before but are acceptable by this worker
now and in the future. In addition, the worker will also be
asked periodically about whether her preferences need to be
updated if no update is received so far. By doing so, the task
assignment can follow the preferences varying better.

Impact of Filtering Primary Task List: cTaskMat makes use
of model A to filter out some tasks from each worker wi’s
primary task list, which thus increases the opportunity of rec-
ommending less popular tasks to wi. For those filtered tasks,
they still may be assigned to other workers or reassigned with
the cost-efficient remedy at last. Therefore, the filtering process
will not affect the task completions.

Settings of System Parameters: cTaskMat involves the set-
tings of some system parameters to measure workers’ pref-
erences on tasks and attributes. In general, these parameters
can be empirically set according to the system’s requirements.
Since we adopt the same parameters to evaluate each worker
and task, their impact on system performance can be ignored.
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IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we implement cTaskMat and extensively
evaluate its performances by comparing with baseline methods
on the real-world experiment and data-driven evaluations.

A. Experiment Setup

We implement cTaskMat in Python and run the system in
a powerful Linux server that has 3.6-GHz CPU with 8 Core
and 8-GB memory. We use the data collected from a real-
world questionnaire survey and MovieLens 100K data set [8]
to evaluate and compare the performances of cTaskMat and
baseline methods on some widely used performance metrics.
By default, we initially set α = 1 in the task reward formula
and increase it if necessary to reassign the remaining tasks.
Besides, we set ncand = 20 and nmax = 15.

Questionnaire Survey: We conduct a questionnaire survey
and recruit 74 volunteers (47 males and 27 females) to par-
ticipate in the experiment. Specifically, we manually create
five task categories for urban traffic monitoring. Besides the
four task categories mentioned in Section II-B, we add another
task category as Sharing your latest traveling trajectory. We
instantiate 140 tasks for each category and thus totally have
700 tasks for the 74 volunteers. All tasks share the same
attribute vector �a = <a1, a2, a3, a4, a5> just as mentioned
in Section II-B, while each task will have a different settings
of the attribute values. The entire task corpus is shown to
each volunteer wi through the questionnaire survey, and wi will
decide whether to accept a task based on his/her preferences
on the task attributes. If a task is not selected by volunteer wi,
the survey allows wi to write down an anticipate reward that
can persuade him/her to accept the task. Such a setting helps
us to analyze workers’ attitudes on task reward and understand
how to raise task rewards to attract workers. For the data col-
lected from this questionnaire survey, we use 80% of all data to
learn workers’ task preferences and build the worker-attribute
model A, and exploit the remaining 20% for testing.

MovieLens 100K Data Set: In addition to our questionnaire
survey data set, we choose the publicly available MovieLens
data set [8] to examine the performances of our system in the
large-scale application scenario. In this data set, each movie
(similar as “task” in our system) is associated with certain
attributes and users select movies according to their prefer-
ences on these attributes. Therefore, the settings of movie
scoring are similar as that in our system. Specifically, this
data set contains 100 000 ratings (1–5, the higher the better)
from 943 users on 1682 movies, and each user had rated at
least 20 movies. We treat the 4-star and 5-star ratings as the
positive feedback and treat other ratings as the unknown feed-
back. Similarly, we split the data set into training data and
testing data according to the 80%/20% rule. In the experi-
ments, we assume each worker can score a movie through her
smartphone and we would like to rate a number of movies by
crowdsourcing to the workers.

Baseline Methods: We compare cTaskMat with the follow-
ing alternative task assignment methods.

1) Random Assignment (RA): The method will randomly
assign ncand tasks for each worker.

Fig. 3. Performance comparisons of different methods on the task acceptance
rate.

2) Preference-Only Task Assignment (Preonly): This
method assigns tasks to each worker based on their pref-
erences merely, which is implemented based on the clas-
sical item-based collaborative filtering technique [25].

3) Cost-Only Task Assignment (Cost-Only):
Linden et al. [15] proposed a cost-efficient col-
laborative filtering method, and we implement it for
task assignments.

4) IRGAN [30]: It is one of the state-of-the-art methods for
item-based recommendation and can also be applied for
task assignments. Since it needs a lot of data to train the
generative adversarial nets (GANs), we only compare it
on the large MovieLens 100K data set.

Performance Metrics: We compare cTaskMat and baseline
methods on the task acceptance rate [i.e., Accep_rate defined
in (4)] and task coverage rate [i.e., Cover_rate defined in (5)].
Besides, we define the Cost metric to evaluate the system cost
for completing all tasks, which is calculated as

Cost =
∑

wi∈W

∑

tj∈Twi

rc
j (9)

where Twi means the selected task set of worker wi and rc
j is

the reward for completing task tj of category c.

B. Results of the Real-World Experiment

To assign tasks to suitable workers, cTaskMat mainly takes
two steps.

1) It first makes use of each worker wi’s task preferences
to derive a primary task list and then filters out these
tasks, which contain dislike attributes by exploiting the
worker-attribute model, from the list to obtain the top
ncand assigned tasks (denoted as the core step).

2) It then explores workers’ attitudes on task rewards to
intentionally raise the reward of each unassigned task
so that to minimize the overall system cost (denoted as
the remedy step). We evaluate impacts of the core step
and remedy step on cTaskMat’s performances.

Impacts on Accep_rate and Cover_rate: We run baseline
methods, cTaskMat and cTaskMat-core (excluding the remedy
step from the full version) on the testing data set and present
their performance results of Accep_rate and Cover_rate in
Figs. 3 and 4. Each method usually runs several rounds to
assign all tasks and may raise task rewards in the following
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Fig. 4. Performance comparisons of different methods on the task coverage
rate.

rounds. We report the task acceptance rates of the first round
and final round for all methods in Fig. 3. We can see the
acceptance rates of all methods in the first round are low,
and will increase at the last round. Among all the methods,
the Preonly method achieves the highest task acceptance rate
(about 0.57 in the final round) since it only recommends the
most preferred tasks to each worker, while RA and Cost-only
have the worst performances, with the final Accep_rate less
than 0.30. The task acceptance rate of cTaskMat-core is 0.39
and increase to 0.53 with the help of the remedy step, with
36% improvement on Accep_rate.

Fig. 4 shows the task coverage rates for different methods
along with rounds of reward raising. In essence, to reassign
the remaining tasks, more and more task rewards are needed
at last. Preonly and cTaskMat achieve full task coverage with
the fewest rounds, while Preonly has the worst performance
on Cover_rate in the first round. As a result, Preonly has to
raise rewards for a lot of remaining tasks in the next rounds.
Although Cost-only shows similar performance as cTaskMat
in the initial stage, its low Accep_rate causes more rounds
(and thus more system cost) are needed. It is no surprise that
RA achieves full task coverage with the most rounds. Since
RA blindly assigns tasks to workers, which results in a low
acceptance rate and more attempts are needed.

From the results in Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that among
all the methods cTaskMat achieves the best performance with
both the high task acceptance rate and task coverage rate at the
same time. Specifically, the core step helps cTaskMat assign
workers with their most preferred tasks, and the remedy step
reassigns the remaining tasks to achieve full task coverage in
a cost-efficient manner. In the next, we will study how the
remedy step helps cTaskMat save costs during the assignment
of less popular tasks.

Impacts on Cost: To assign the remaining tasks to work-
ers, a widely adopted strategy is to raise task rewards for
attracting workers and such a raising increases along with
the rounds. In each round, the previous methods equally raise
the rewards of tasks for all available workers (e.g., raising
by 50%), while cTaskMat first analyzes workers’ attitudes on
task attributes and rewards, and then differentially raise task
rewards for different workers. We report the task reassignment
cost comparisons for all methods in Fig. 5, where blue bars
represent the costs for original methods and red bars represent

Fig. 5. Overall costs (in CNY) of different methods and the effectiveness
of the remedy step.

Fig. 6. Task acceptance rate on a large data set.

the costs if we apply our remedy step in those methods for task
reassignments. From the experimental results, we can see the
Cost-only method introduces the fewest costs while Preonly
has the most costs to reassign the less popular tasks. cTaskMat
has a moderate cost of about 2241. When we apply the remedy
step to those methods, we can see obvious reductions on their
costs, saving 32.3%, 35.1%, and 12.3% costs compared to the
original strategy for RA, Preonly, and Cost-only, respectively.
Although the Cost-only method is designed to save costs for
task assignments, our remedy step can further reduce its costs.

The core step of cTaskMat will filter out some tasks from
each worker’s primary task list, and we have tracked how these
tasks are reassigned. According to our experiment, we find that
although these tasks are removed from a worker’s primary task
list, 74.0% of them will be successfully reassigned to other
workers. For the remaining tasks, the remedy step reassigns
them to suitable workers by carefully setting task rewards.
Thanks to the analysis of workers’ attitudes on rewards, 20.5%
tasks are reassigned in the remedy step without raising rewards
and only 5.5% tasks are reassigned after bidding.

These results from the real-world experiment demonstrate
that cTaskMat can well balance various performance metrics
than the alternatives. Specifically, cTaskMat could achieve high
task coverage and largely save the system cost on average by
28% while sacrificing task acceptance by 7% when compared
to Preonly and Cost-only, the state-of-the-art methods.

C. Results of Data-Driven Evaluations

We make use of the publicly available MovieLens data set to
examine cTaskMat’s performances in a large-scale application
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Fig. 7. Task coverage rate on a large data set.

Fig. 8. F1-score on a large data set.

scenario. Figs. 6 and 7 present the performance comparisons
of different methods when we vary the number of maximum
assigned tasks, i.e., ncand, from 3 to 20. Specifically, when
we increase ncand, task acceptance rates of all methods are
reduced, as shown in Fig. 6. This is because each worker
can undertake a limited number of tasks, and thus among the
candidate task set, only a fixed number of tasks are finally
selected. Among all the methods, cTaskMat takes the second
place and has comparable performance as IRGAN, one of the
state-of-the-art methods. With respect to the task coverage rate
of the first round as shown in Fig. 7, our method performs
much better than IRGAN. Although RA can achieve the high
task coverage rate, it still cannot guarantee a good acceptance
rate due to its blind assignments.

In order to comprehensively compare all methods, we cal-
culate their F1-score in different ncand settings and report the
results in Fig. 8. When calculating F1-score, we replace recall
as the task coverage rate and use F1-score as a comprehensive
performance indicator. In all ncand settings, cTaskMat has the
best performance on F1-score.

In addition, we evaluate the system performance by varying
the task–worker ratio from 2 to 10. We fix the number of work-
ers as 168 and increase the number of total tasks. When the
task–worker ratio increases, the total number of tasks that can
be assigned by the system also increases proportionally. This
impact alone tends to decrease the “coverage” proportionally.
For instance, compared with the ratio of 2, the coverage should
drop to 1/5 when the ratio is increased to 10. However, because
coverage is defined as the ratio between all the selected tasks
by workers over all the tasks that can be assigned in the

Fig. 9. System performance by varying the task–worker ratio.

system, from Fig. 9, we can see that the decreasing of cov-
erage is much slower than that speed. This is because when
the task–worker ratio is increased, more tasks are available as
well. In this case, workers have more chances to select distinct
tasks, which will also increase the number of all the selected
tasks by workers. Therefore, from this experiment, we find
that the task–worker ratio could decrease coverage in a mod-
erate level, e.g., when the ratio is up to 10, the coverage can
be still more than 71% in Fig. 9. On the other hand, since
each worker selects tasks from the candidate task list only,
the acceptance rate is thus relatively stable across different
task–worker ratios.

In summary, these experimental results demonstrate that
cTaskMat well balances different metrics and has a more
comprehensive performance for real applications.

V. RELATED WORK

The wide popularity of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones
and wearables) has brought a novel sensing and computing
paradigm named mobile crowdsensing [7], which outsources
a large-scale complex job to the crowd having mobile devices
to perform the location-dependent task at large scale. In
recent years, we have witnessed the successes of mobile
crowdsensing in a plenty of smart city applications, such
as traffic monitoring [16], [46], air quality monitoring [44],
urban noise mapping [22], intelligent transit services [3],
[18], [41], etc. In order to guarantee the effectiveness and
efficiency of mobile crowdsensing applications, other factors
of crowdsensing, including incentive mechanism [33], [45],
security and privacy protection [12], [13], [19], [26], and accu-
racy of data collected [43], have also been widely explored.
Specifically, Meng et al. [19] analyzed the security and pri-
vacy problems in urban sensing. Li et al. [13] studied the
privacy leakage of location sharing in mobile computing.
Zhou et al. [42] proposed a method to recover data from
collected data. These works demonstrate and ensure the abil-
ity of mobile crowdsensing on addressing large-scale practical
problems.

Task assignment, or worker–task matching, is an important
problem in the crowdsensing systems and has attracted a lot of
research efforts. Difallah et al. [6] proposed a content-based
task assignment approach that focuses on dynamically pushing
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tasks to workers so that to maximize the overall task accep-
tance rate. He et al. [10] considered the optimal task allocation
problem in location-dependent crowdsensing. Liu et al. [17]
proposed a unified task assignment design for urban sensing,
which comprehensively considers the coverage, latency, and
accuracy of task assignment to optimize the overall system
utility. Karaliopoulos et al. [11] estimated each worker’s prob-
ability of accepting a task through the logistic regression
technique and made use of such information to match tasks
with workers. Yang et al. [35] studied the personalized task
recommendation by considering workers’ sensing reliability
in crowdsensing. None of these works, however, comprehen-
sively consider workers’ task preferences and their attitudes on
task attributes during the worker–task matching. In contrary,
cTaskMat extensively mines such information from historical
worker behaviors and exploits their task preferences for better
task assignments to balance performance metrics and reduce
the system cost.

The incentive mechanism design is another important
issue in crowdsensing and will decide the system costs.
Zhao et al. [40] considered the problem of the budget-
constrained incentive mechanism design for crowdsensing in
both offline and online scenarios. Xu et al. [32] proposed
a cost-saving method to lower user burdens. Singer and
Mittal [27] and Singla and Krause [28] presented pricing
mechanisms for crowdsourcing markets that rely on the bid-
ding model and the posted pricing model. These works
need explicit feedback from workers or make some unre-
alistic assumptions on workers’ preferences. Lin et al. [14]
proposed an implicit feedback-based recommendation system
for crowdsensing. However, their work mainly focuses on the
optimization of task acceptance and omits the concerns on
task coverage and system cost. cTaskMat aims to address
the misaligned task coverage problem in crowdsensing, and
meanwhile, optimize other performance metrics.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article presented cTaskMat for coverage-oriented task
assignments in mobile crowdsensing systems. cTaskMat implic-
itly learns workers’ task preferences and their attitudes on task
attributes, and exploits such information to achieve better task
assignments. The experimental results using the real-world
experiment and large data set-driven evaluation demonstrate
that cTaskMat can achieve comprehensive performances on
task acceptance and task coverage, while reducing the cost.
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